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Abstract 
tuczak, T., Cycles in random graphs, Discrete Mathematics 98 (1991) 231-236. 
Let G(n, p) be a graph on n vertices in which each possible edge is presented independently 
with probability p = p(n) and u’(n, p) denote the number of vertices of degree 1 in G(n, p). It 
is shown that if E > 0 and rip(n)))) a~ then the probability that G(n, p) contains cycles of all 
lengths r, 3 G r < n - (1 + c)u’(n, p), tends to 1 as n+ m. 
Introduction 
Let G(n, p) be a graph, with the set of vertices V = (1, 2, . . . , n}, obtained by 
deleting each edge of the complete graph independently with probability 1 -p, 
and leaving it with probability p. Typically, only asymptotic properties of G(n, p) 
when n+ 03 are considered, where p may vary as a function of n. We say that 
G(n, p) has some property almost surely (U.S.) if the probability that G(n, p) has 
this property tends to 1 as n + M. 
Let C(k) be the property that a graph contains cycles of each length 
r, 3 =S r s k. The question about the maximal value of k such that a random graph 
has as. property C(k) was first considered by Wright in [7]. Our main result is 
the following. 
Theorem 1. Let E > 0 be a positive constant, np(n)+ CC and v’(n, p) denote the 
number of vertices of degree one in G(n, p). Then a.~. G(n, p) has property 
C(n - (1 + e)v’(n, p)). 
Notice that for np(n)+ d the probability that G(n, p) contains no triangles 
tends to exp(-d3/6) as n-, 00 (see Erdiis and RCnyi [2] or Theorem IV.1 in 
Bollobas’ book [l]), so the above result is, in a way, best possible. 
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A graph is called pancyclic if it contains cycles of all possible lengths, i.e., has 
property C(n). Since the limit probability of the event that v’(n, p) = 0 is well 
known (e.g. see [l, Theorem III.l]), from Theorem 1 we get immediately the 
following result (stated by Korshunov [4] without a proof). 
Theorem 2. Let rip(n)) = log rz + log log n + w(n). Then 
0 if w(n)-+ -a, 
lim Prob(G(n, p) is pancyclic) = exp(-epd) if w(n)+ d, 
?Z-m 
1 if w(n)+ m. 
Proof of main result 
The following result of Frieze will be crucial for our arguments. 
Theorem 3 [3]. Let E > 0 be a constant and c(n) = np(n)-+m. Then U.S. G(n, p) 
contains a cycle of length at least n - (1 + c)ul(rz, p) 3 n - (1 + 2e)nce-‘. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We split the proof of Theorem 1 into two cases. 
Case 1: We shall show that for c(n) = np(n)+m, a.s. G(n, p) has 
C(n - rrce-“-4c). 
Divide the set of vertices of G(n, p) into two parts 
v, = (1, 2,. . . ) [OSn]}, v,={[0.5n]+l,...,n} 
and let X =xlxz. ..x,J, and Y=y,y,.. . y,y, be largest cycles in subgraphs 
induced by V, and V, respectively. From Theorem 3 a.s. both k and I are larger 
than 0.5n(l - 0.9ce-“.“). We shall estimate the probability that G(n, p) contains 
a cycle of length r, 4 s r G n - nce-“-4c, of the form 
yty,,, . * ’ Yr+uXs+r-u-ZXstr-u-3 ’ . . x,yt 
where all subindices of x are between 1 and k and sums of subindices of y are 
taken modulo 1. We call such a cycle r-proper cycle and edges {y,, x,}, 
{Y,+u, x,+,_,_~} lower and upper edges of this cycle. 
Note, that for 4 <r s k + I - 4 the existence of a r-proper cycle in a graph 
implies that the graph contains also a cycle of length k + 1+ 4 -r. Thus, it is 
enough to show that the probability that G(n, p) contains no r-proper cycles of 
length r, for some r between 4 and [OS(k + I + 2)] + 1 s 0.6n, tends to 0 as 
n+m. 
Now, for a pair of vertices e = {x, y}, where x E X, y E Y, let the r-multiplicity 
m,(e) be defined as the number of r-proper cycles in G(n, p) U e for which e is 
the upper edge. A pair e is r-bud if m,(e) > 3c’.‘. Let Z, be the sum of 
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r-multiplicities of all r-bad edges, i.e., 
Z,= c Z&Y) 
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where for a pair e = {x, y} the random variable Z,(n, y) is defined as follows: 
if m,(e) s 3c1.5, 
if m,(e) > 3c’.5. 
Lemma. Let ~2~ denote an event that Z, < nr for all I, 4~ r ~0.6n. Then 
probability of &, lends to 1 as n--+ 00. 
Proof of Lemma. It is enough to show that for each Y, 4 6 r 6 0.6n, the 
probability that 2, a nr is of order less than n-l. Since for a given pair e = {x, y} 
there are at most r possible r-proper cycles in G(n, p) U e for which e is an upper 
edge, so the probability that e has a multiplicity i is less than (;)p’. Thus the 
expectation of 2, is bounded above by 
where here and below we claim only that all inequalities 
enough. 
For the variance of 2, we have 
Var 2, = c Cov(Z,(x, Y 1, .w ‘, Y 7) 
x.x’Ex.y,y’EY 
are valid for n large 
= 2’ E(Z,(x, y)Z,(x’, y’)> -E Z,(x, y)E Z(x’, Y’) 
where the C’ is taken over those pairs {n, Y} and {x’, y’} for which &(x, y) and 
2,(x’, y’) are not independent. It is not hard to see that for given {x, y} we can 
find no more than I such pairs (x’, y’}. Thus, using the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality, we get 
c’ E(Z,(x, Y P-r(x’> Y ‘)I 6 nzr max{EZ?(x, y): x E X, y E Y} 
G n’r C i2 
r 
i>3cl 0 
C) 5 
i pi 5 9n2rc3 5 
i > 
s r3cbc. 
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Hence Var Z, s r3c-’ and from Chebyshev’s inequality we have 
Prob{Z,?=nr}<Prob{]Z,-EZ,1>0.5nr}<&= o(n ‘). 0 
Now, for a given r, 4 s r s 0.6n, we shall estimate the probability that there are 
no r-proper cycles in G(n, p). Note that to find cycles X and Y we need only to 
know edges with both ends either in VI or in V,. Now, to find all other edges of 
G(n, p) we first colour blue each pair {v’, u”}, where ZJ’ E VI and v” E V,, 
independently with probability p1 =p/2 and then colour this pair red with 
probability p2 = (p -pl)/(l -pl). Then probability that {v’, v”} is coloured 
equals p1 +p2 -p1p2 =p so the set of coloured pairs can be treated as the set of 
all edges of G(n, p) between VI and V2. We shall show that a.s., for every r 
between 4 and 0.6n, G(n, p) contains a r-proper cycle with lower edge coloured 
blue and upper edge coloured red. 
Note first that every blue edge incident to vertices xi, x2, . . . , xs, s = 
k - 0.5r a 0. In ‘produces’ at least OSr pairs of vertices which can be chosen as an 
upper edge for r-proper cycles. Let sQ2 denote an event that at least 
s’ > 0.5s 3 0.05n from vertices xi, 1 s ss, are connected by blue edges to more i 
than 0.9p,l> 0.4~ vertices from Y. Since the number of blue edges which join a 
given vertex x from X with vertices of Y is binomially distributed with parameters 
p, and 1, clearly probability of ti2 tends to 1 as n+ m. Thus, if both &, and d, 
hold. there are at least 
0.05n.0.5r.0.4c-nr 
3P 
2 0. 002nrcp0.’ 
pairs of vertices e such that in a graph G(n, p) U e pair e is an upper edge of 
some r-proper cycle the lower edge of which is coloured blue. 
Hence, the probability that when &I and & hold we form no r-proper cycle in 
G(n, p) is less than 
(I _ p2)o~(K)2nrc-o’5  (1 _ C/(2n))0.002nrc-“-5 < exp( _rc”.“). 
and so the probability that G(n, p) does not contain r-proper cycle for some 
r, 4 s r s 0.6n, is bounded above by 
0.6n - 
Prob(&‘i) + Prob(.&) + c exp(-rc0.4) = o(l). 
r=4 
Since for c(n)+ 00 G(n, p) contains a triangle a.s. (see [2] or [l Theorem IV.l]) 
and the existence of an r-proper cycle implies the existence of a k + I+ 4 - r 
cycle, a.s. G(n, p) has the property C(n - nce-0.4c). 
Case 2 (outline): To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we must show that for 
every E >O the random graph G(n, p) contains a cycle of length r, for all 
r, n - nce -“.4c s r s n - (1 + .s)u’(n, p). This fact follows from some refinement 
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of the proof of Theorem 3 given in [3]. However, since Frieze’s argument is not 
only sophisticated but also long and full of technical details, instead of repeating 
it here we sketch its main idea and say briefly how to modify it. 
Let E, (Y be any constants between 0 and 1 (in [3] (Y = 0.1) and c(n) = np(n). 
Moreover, let W1 denote an event that G(n, p) contains a connected subgraph W 
with the following properties: 
(i) the minimal degree of W is at least 2; 
(ii) W contains more than n - (1 + &)zl’(n, p) 2 n - (1 + 2&)ce-“n vertices and 
more than 0.4~2 edges; 
(iii) every two vertices of W which have less than cut neighbors in it are at 
distance at least 5 (i.e., the shortest path between them has length at least 5). 
In [3] Frieze showed that a.s. G(n, p) has 9$. Moreover, he observed that if a 
graph G has B1 and some property 9& (which also holds a.s. for G(n, p) and says, 
roughly, that edges of G are ‘uniformly’ distributed), then for each subset S of W 
with less than O.ln vertices we have 
Iwv(ql~ 2 ISI, (*) 
where N,(S) denotes the set of all neighbors of S in W. 
Then Frieze uses the colouring method of Fenner and Frieze which enables him 
to deduce that a large subgraph for which (*) holds is hamiltonian with 
probability tending to 1 as n + m. 
Now set (Y = 0.4 and let 9$, ?& be defined as above. Furthermore, let B3 be an 
event that G(n, p) contains at least 2 le-“.3’n] vertices of degree less than 0.4~. 
One can easily check using Chebyshev’s inequality that a.s. G(n, p) has $B3. 
Denote by W(i) a subgraph of G(n, p) which is obtained by deleting from W 
lexicographically first i vertices of degree less than 0.4~ which are contained in it. 
Since ) WJ * n - (1 + 2E)ce-‘n it contains more than le-0.3cnl vertices of degree 
less than 0.4c, and W(i) is well-defined for i = 0, 1, . . . , [e-0.3cn]. Thus, 
similarly as in Frieze’s proof, using 9$. one can show that 
and due to colouring arguments, the probability that W(i) is hamiltonian tends 
to 1 as n+ 00. Furthermore, if instead of recolouring edges with probability 
p’ = logn/cn as in [3] we do this with probability @ = log*n/cn, then the 
colouring method gives us o(n-‘) as an upper bound for the probability that W(i) 
contains no Hamilton cycle (see [5] where very similar computations are 
performed). So finally 
Prob{G(n, p) does not contain a cycle of length r for some 
n -ce --O% < r < n - (1 + &)?J+z, p)} 
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< Prob{ W(i) is not hamiltonian for some r, 
0s i s Le-“.3cnJ 1 G(n, p) has B,, %&, @} 
+ Prob{G(n, p) has not $Z$} + Prob{G(n, p) has not%&} 
+ Prob{G(n, p) has not @} 
cn . o(e) + o(1) = o(1). 
This completes the proof of Case 2 and Theorem 1. 0 
Remark. In fact we have shown that a.s. G(n, p) has property C(k,), where k. 
denotes the size of the largest cycle found by Frieze in Theorem 3. Similarly, one 
can modify tuczak’s result from [6] and prove that if np - 4 log n - log log n --, 
m then as. G(n, p) has property C(n - v’(n, p) - v”(n, p)), where v’(n, p), for 
i = 0, 1, denote the number of vertices of degree i in G(n, p). 
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